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Community Scheme Meetings and Load Shedding
Article by Rudi Heerschop, Schuler Heerschop Pienaar Attorneys

With the continued easing of lockdown restrictions, we are on the verge of returning to a measure of pre-covid normality. At your community
scheme’s annual general meeting (which has presumably been delayed for quite some time) you and your fellow homeowners may now look
forward to a long-awaited quorum at the AGM.
As the one impediment to the AGM slowly starts to give way, another possibly presents itself … as the chairperson cheerily convenes the
meeting, to everyone’s dismay, South Africa’s “old faithful” power utility supplier has other plans – LOAD SHEDDING ….
With everyone scrambling to find a light in the darkness or clicking feverishly to re-connect the internet connection, the chairperson is faced
with a conundrum of either proceeding with the AGM or adjourning it to a later date.
In this publication, we will explore what the chairperson stands to do when faced with a power outage due to load shedding.
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